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EFFSCTS OF SOIL TEMPERATURE ON THE ROOT GROWTH
OF MARSHALL STRAWBEBRY PLANTS
INTRODUCTIOI

In our rant inrrastigations at tha Oragon Expariaant Station,
dealing with tha affaots of sawdust used as a soil miloh or anendment
on tha growth and produotion of liarshall strawberries, it has baan observed that surfaee soil under the nuloh was oonsistently oooler and
tended to hare a higher aoisture content than under oonditions of
elean cultivation or where sawdust was incorporated into the surfaee
layer*

Soil teoperature measurenents have shown, for exaaple, that

the sawdust nuleh plots were on the average of 2° C. lower, at a
depth of three inches, than tha clean-cultivated plots.

At the six-

inch depth there was on the average less than one degree difference.
The total yield of fruit was higher for the first season on the nuloh
plots and the plants were greener in color and nore vigorous in
growth*

The berries also were brighter red in color and had a glossy,

wax-like appearance, in contrast to the fruit from the clean-cultivated and soil-inoorporated plots*
In endeavoring to account for these observations in the field,
the following questions becane apparent*

(1) Does sawdust applied to

the soil as a mulch tend to maintain a lower soil temperaturef
the moisture content of the soil inoreasedt
in the root sone of the plant improved?

(2) Is

(3) Is the soil aeration

(4) Or is it a combination of

factors, ohmaioal and physical, that is responsible for the apparent
increased plant and fruit qualitiesf

The best method of arriving at

an anawar ia to naaaura tha plant'a raaponaa to a giren traatiaent.
Whila oonaidarabla information ia availabla ragarding tha growth
and yiald of horticultural oropa in ralation to aoil atruotura and
fartility, laaa attantion haa haan givan to aoologioal factora, aapaoially aoil taaaparatura.

Thia factor would appoar to ba of apaoial

aignifioanoa undar Willanatta vailay oonditiona of prolonged eold
apring oonditiona and oftan axtraoaa of teaparaturaa during the aum*
aar growing aaaaon.

Thia invaatigation ia oonoarnad with the ona aa-

pa et of tha affaet of aoil temperature on the root growth of Harahall
atrawbarry planta undar controlled aoil temperaturea.

REVIEU OP LITERATURE
To data vary littla axperinantal work has baan dona on tha affeots of soil taaparatura on the aaount of root growth of plant* orer
a pariod of tisa.

Of tha work that has been dona, sand cultural with

nutrient solutions or agar nediums have been used as a growing aadiua.
Cannon. ($, pp.320-333)l Arndt, (1, pp.200-220)| and Frasier, (9,
pp.463-470) haTe sade studies with neequite, cotton, and com seedlinge,respeotiTely, in determining the Most rapid rate or grand period
of growth over a period of two to eighteen hours.
Hightingale, (1?, pp.588-594) in his work on the effects of soil
temperatures with apples and peaches found at tha end of 4$ days tha
greatest root growth at soil temperatures of 65° F. for both genera.
At a soil temperature of 85° F. there was only a -very small amount of
new root growth, while at soil temperatures of 95° no new growth was
found.

According to Nightingale, at soil temperatures of 65°, where

the greatest amount of root growth was found, the greatest weight of
roots was also noted.

At 60° and 75° ?• the roots weighed less and

still less at either extreme.

If the trees were allowed to establish

themselves at a lower soil temperature and then were transferred to
a aoil temperature of 95° F., the new fibrous roots could •urrive
only for a short time, then finally die.

At $0° F. a very few new

roots appeared while at 55° F. there were many short new roots on
both the apple and the peach.

This would tend to indicate that only

a few degreea difference in tha aoil temperature can greatly modify

the amount of root growth.

Nightingale brings out the faot that the

quality and oharaoter of the roots are equal in importanoe to the
amount of root growth*

Nightingale's data show further, that at soil

temperatures abore 75° P., the cortical tissue of the roots was dead
or at least had turned dark brown.
Long, and Murneek, (15, pp.l-^O) in studying the seasonal changes
of nitrogen and carbohydrates in the strawberry plant, found a small
amount of root growth during the dormant season until the ground became froten.

They observed an increase in the dry weight of the

strawberry roots until December, and accounted for this increase by
the storage of food reserres in the fall.

Beginning in March, a

sharp decrease in the dry weight of roots was noted, probably due
to an increase in foliage growth.

Ball and Mann, (2, pp.87-92) work-

ing in England with established strawberry plants, observed that only
a limited amount of root growth occurs in the spring.
Wearer, (21, p.24) in his studies on the root development of
field crops found, that for most cultivated plants, root growth ceases
below a minimum of about 40° F.

These soil temperatures affect not

only the root and vegetative growth of the plant, but also the biological and chemical activities as well.

Weaver, (21, p.2$) states,

"that in general, a soil temperature of 65° * 70° F. is favorable for
the root growth of most plants, yet this will vary with species".
Roots in deeper soils will grow at a much lower temperature.

The

effect of soil temperatures on the growth of plants can be shown by
nurserymen who resort to bottom heat when propagating certain plants.

Kraaer, (14, pp.l^2-l$4) found that the minimum or maximum soil
temperatures for root growth Taries with the speoies and that no certain soil temperature range applies to all plants*

Agreeing with the

results of Long and Murneek, Kramer found root elongation oeasing
when the soil temperature was near freeiing.

Kramer also shows high

soil temperatures may be as injurious to roots as low soil temperatures.

With strawberries, Kramer found that high soil temperatures

reduced the root surface to the point where water absorption is hindered to the extent that it causes a water defioit in the leaves.

Plate 1

General view of the oonstant temperature tanks In the greenhouse

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Conatruotlon of oonatant tenparatura tanka.

In thaaa axpariaanta it

waa oonaidered daairabla to have a range of temperatures from 6° C.
(42.8° P.) to 31° C (87.8° P.) and to maintain these tataperaturea
within a 1 - 2° C. variation.

For this purpoae six tanka wara oon-

atruotad aa described.
Eaoh temperature tank unit consisted of a 20 gauge sheet metal
tank, three feet wide, five feat long, and two feat deep, whioh waa
riveted and soldered on all joints.

The inner surface of eaoh tank

waa painted with a red lead primer and then coated with an asbestos
material, similar to that used aa an under ooating for auto bodies.
The sheet metal containers were plaoad in a reinforced marine
plywood frame, the intervening side and bottom being insulated with
two-inch thick bate of rook wool.

The removable tops were oonatruoted

of three-fourths inch plywood and were made with eight evenly apaced
holes sufficiently large to aeooranodate three-gallon earthenware
crooks.
Steel frames with adjustable lega and a wooden raek to aupport
the crocks were fitted inside the metal tank.

All metal parta were

painted with a red lead primer eoat and then a ooat of gray marina
enamel to prevent corrosion.
For maintaining high soil temperatures (above room temperature)
two 60-foot lead heating cables of 400 watt capacity were evenly
apaoad aa the bottom surface of the tank.

These cables were activated
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by a Fenwahl theraoswitoh of suitable capacity.

For maintaining low

soil temperatures (below room teaperature) a 2 x 5>-foot refrigeration
plate was mounted vertically near one side of the tank.
A one-quarter H. P. refrigeration unit supplied refrigeration for
two tanks, and the temperature was controlled in each by individual
thermostats and solenoid valves.

The tanks Intended for intermediate

temperatures (near room temperature) were fitted with coils of threeeighth inch copper tubing through which cold water was circulated.
It was found that the temperatures in these tanks could be controlled
by the oonbination of heating elements and circulating water through
the cooling coils.
To provide for uniform temperature conditions throughout the
tanks, a circulating water pump was mounted at one corner.

By this

means a positive circulation of water was provided past or over the
heating and cooling coils.

Test* showed that the water temperature

within the tanks could be controlled within 2° c.

Selection and preparation of plant material.

The strawberry plants

used were one-year old certified plants of the Marshall variety.

This

variety constitutes a large percentage of the conmeroial plantings in
Oregon.
Approximately 500 plants were obtained and from these 200 specimens of a definite weight class were selected.

After washing.and re-

moval of the old leaves, they were packed in the moist peat moss for
about twelve hours to allow the moisture to equalise.

The roots were

then pruned to 4.5> inohea before grouping them in weight olaaaea*
The firat trial oonaiated of planta weighing 164-2 grama*
The potting aoil was of a loam texture to which waa added oompoat and sand.

Theae aoil oomponenta were firat aterilised in a ateam

autoclave for four houra at fifteen pounds preaaure.

After cooling,

the aoil waa put through a aoil shredder and mixed thoroughly, than
spread out on a greanhouaa benoh and turned twice daily for a period
of ten days in order to allow any toxio gaaea if present to diffuse
out and alao to obtain a uniform aoil moisture oontent.
The earthenware erooka to be used in the tanks had bean glased
inside mad out.

Two ooata of Tygon paint were applied on the unglatad

bottom portion of eaeh orock.

Since the erooka were to be imnersed in

water batha for the maintainanoa of aoil temperatures over a period of
time, it waa necessary to have the crocks waterproof.

To test for

this condition one erook after painting waa immersed in water for one
weak.

Ho gain in weight oould be detected.
All orooks were tared to a oonatant weight by the addition of

pea-sised grayel.

Twenty-three pounds of soil were added to eaoh

orock, which brought the aoil to within one ineh of the top.

The

procedure for potting the plants waa modified in the aaoond experiment as later indicated.
Regulation of soil temperature and moisture.

Six different aoil tem-

peratures were selected and the temperature of the tanks adjusted
aooordingly.

The aoil temperature of eaoh treatment waa as followst
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Treatment I, 6° C.j treatment II, 11° C.| treatnent III, 16° C.|
treataent IV. 21° C, treatment V, 26° C.j and treatment VI, 31° C.
The orooka were randomised in eaoh of the six treatment*, giring
eaoh orook an equal ohanoe of occurring in any one of the six treatments.

The numbers were taken from a prepared list of randomised

tablea.
Maintaining a oonatant aoil moisture content in the orooka, whioh
were placed in water temperature tanks without any proriaion for aoll
drainage, presented a problem.

At the time the plants were potted,

the aoil moisture content and field oapaoity were determined.

Using

the aboTe paroentagea, it was possible to calculate the amount of
water required to maintain the aoll moisture content at 75 percent
of the oaloulated field oapaoity.

Frequent testing of the soil in

the crooks with a soil tube ahowed that by watering to 75 percent of
field capacity a water*logged condition in the bottom of the orooka
could be prevented.

A twelve-inch pieoa of 3/l6-inoh diameter alu-

minum tubing was inserted to the bottom of one orook in eaoh tank to
detect a water table if present.

Once eaoh week throughout the ex-

periment a amall auction pump waa used, but at no time waa any water
found in the bottom of the erocka.
Two thermometers ware used to record the soil temperature of
one crook in each tank.

One thermometer recorded the aoil tempera-

ture at the three-inch depth, and the other at the eight-inch depth.
Preliminary measurements ahowed that at the higher temperature treatmenta, 26° and 31° C, there waa a aoil temperature differential of
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four to five degrees between the top and bottom of the orocka.

Vari-

ous insulating materials were tried in order to oyeroomo the wide
soil temperature differential.

Sawdust and spun glass wool were wet

too easily with watering and proved to be unsatlafaotory.

Fine dry

peat moss gave a good insulating effect if kept fluffed by frequent
stirring.

By the use of this material the soil temperature differen-

tial was reduoad to 1.5° - 2° Cr
Preparation of plants for growth measurements.

Petiole and leaf

measurements were taken before removing the plants from their respeetive treatments.

The length between the ligule and the point where

the leaflets branohed constituted the petiole measurement, while the
length of the oenter leaflet, measured along the mid-rib, was used
as an indication of leaf sise.
Two days before the plants were removed from the crooks they were
well watered in order that the soil would separate readily from the
roots.

The contents were oarefully removed from the crocks and plaeed

on a medium-fine wire screen.

By washing with a fine spray of water,

the soil particles were easily separated from the plant roots.

The

plants were wrapped in damp cloths and stored in a refrigerated storage room at 38° F. until pictures oould be taken, then divided into
crowns and roots, and dried in a forced air oven at 70° C. to a constant weight.

Khan dried, this plant material was weighed for ana-

lysing on a dry weight basis.
the data were analyzed statistically by analysis of variance
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based on an unequal nuaber of observations.

Due to the wide Taria-

tion in the nuaber of obsenrations of leaf sites and petiole lengths,
it was not practical to analyse these further even though significant
differences were found at various soil teaperatures.
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EXPERIHQJTAL RESULTS

EXPERIMENT I
On January 13* three strawberry planta were potted in each of
the 48 orooka.
48+4 graaa.

The total weight of three planta for eaeh erook waa

Theae planta were taken at random from the previoualy

weighed aaaplea.

The remaining extra planta of the aame weight olaaa

were potted in the aame aoil in waahed number ten tin oana oontaining
drainage holea.
The orooka were put in their reapeotire temperature treatments
on January 24.

This lapse of time, ten days, between potting and

plaoing the plants in the temperature treatments waa oonaidered sufficient for establishment of the plants, which was determined by renoYing three plants frost the extra orooka erery other day beginning
one week after planting*

The plant roots were waahed free of aoil

and obserred for sipis of new root growth which waa first noted on
thia date.
Watering of the planta waa done by bringing eaoh erook up to a
calculated weight.

The aame weight waa uaed for all orooka since a

eonatant weight of aoil had been added to eaoh one, and the empty
orooka had been pre-rioualy tared to the weight of the heaviest one
by the addition of pea-aised gravel.
The weather during the remaining part of January and the month
of February waa quite cloudy and the light intensity waa very low.
The greenhouse temperature was not eaeily controlled, and an attempt
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to regulate the controls to provide a aean night temperature of £0° P.
and a mean day temperature of 65° F. proved unsatiafaotory.

Due to

the wide range of temperatures between the low soil temperature of
6° C. and the high soil temperature treatment of 31° C, it was impossible to regulate or determine an optimum atmospheric greenhouse
temperature for eaeh soil treatment.
At high soil temperatures, the rate of root respiration would be
above the compensation point if the greenhouse temperature was high
and the light intensity low*

In order to ooaipensate for this a fairly

low greenhouse temperature was maintained.
Ooourrence of leaf scorch.

At first the plants in all treatments

appeared normal, with the plants in the high temperature treatments
beginning to show new top growth.

At the end of the second week a

few plants began to show a scorching of the leaf margins.

This mar-

ginal leaf scorching began with a wilting of the leaf tips and eventually the entire leaf margin turned brown.
until the ifcole leaflet had died.

This proceeded inward

This behavior was apparent in all

treatments regardless of temperatures, although it was more prevalent
at high soil temperature treatments of 26° and 31° C.

Leaves of

these plants were examined under a microscope to determine if any
disease organism was present, but none could be detected.
By the end of the third week only one plant remained alive in
the 31 degree treatment.
leaf bum.

All others, apparently, had died from this

Fifty percent of the plants in the 26 degree treatment

1$
had died and s«T«ral others were showing severe wilt.

Treatments at

26 and 31 degrees had to he eliminated during the fourth week since
only four plants reaained alive*
Froa the appearance of the plants in all treataents at this tine
it was apparent that the soil temperatures of 26° C. and 31° C, respectively, were too high for normal plant growth under these conditions.

One extra three-gallon crock, prepared at the time of potting

and having the SSBM soil mixture and plants of the same weight class,
was substituted in place of one in which the plants had died.

The

only differenoe between the plants in these two crooks was the substitution had a longer time to become established before being subjected to a high soil temperature.

This plant was watohed very close-

ly for signs of wilting and leaf scorch.

Four days later the plant

was still in good oondition and no visible signs of leaf scorch could
be found.

At this time, several one-gallon cans, which also had

plants growing in the same soil mixture and were of the same weight
class, were set in the three-gallon orocks with gravel and soil put
around them so as to help conduct the heat into the soil in the can*
All plants which «ere replacements in treatments of 26° and 31° C.
were observed closely but throughout the remainder of the experiment
the top growth was better than the plants in the other treatments.
This behavior indicated that the plants can withstand soil temperatures of 26° and 31° 0. provided they are established before subjecting them to high temperatures.
A few leaves on some plants in all other treatments showed leaf
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sooroh by the end of the fifth week.

It was however not eyident on

all plants nor did it follow any oonaistent pattern.

One plant in a

erook would show leaf sooroh while the remaining two plants in the
sane crook were entirely free,
There was the possibility that the sooroh nay have been due to
salt aoouaulations or poor soil aeration as a result of inadequate
soil drainage.

This nay have been a faotor exoept the plants in the

one-gallon cans showed the same leaf symptoms.

These cans had ade-

quate drainage and were watered regularly so as to leaoh out any soluble salts and to provide oxygen through the water applied to them.
The soil was equally loose and friable in the orooks as in the gallon
cans.
In order to test for salt aooumulations, a few Black Valiant wax
bean seeds were planted in the soil from which the strawberries had
been rmoved.

This variety is very intolerant to a high concentra-

tion of soluble salts in the soil*

These beans sprouted in four days

in the high soil temperature treatments and grew very vigorously without showing any leaf tilting which is a characteristic symptom of high
soluble salts on these beans.

This further substantiates the faot

that the leaf sooroh which finally resulted in the death of the strawberry plants was not due to soluble salt accumulation.
The faot that the first signs of leaf sooroh was a wilting of
the margins that tended to work down the mid-rib, indicates that the
plants were suffering from a water deficit.

This was notioed sooner

in the high temperature tanks where death of the plants soon followed.
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This observation agrees with the work of Kramer, (13, pp»371-372) who
found water absorption to be hindered by high soil temperatures.

Ac-

cording to Kraner, most of the absorption takes plaoe in the root
hairs and the length of the root hairs is shortened by high soil
tmpe ratures •

Analysis of growth response.

By statistical analysis, using analysis

of variance based on unequal observations, a significant differenoe
was found in the length of the petioles and leaf sixe.

By the same

method of analysis, no significant difference was found in the dry
weight of roots or crowns as a result of soil temperatures used in
this experiment.
Table 1 on the following page shows the average weights of the
various plant parts.

According to these data, a soil temperature of

16° C. results in the greatest crown weight, petiole length, and leaf
aise.

A soil temperature of 6° produoed the greatest root weight but

is. not sigaifioantly greater than that produoed at 16° C.
Prom these results it is indicated clearly that a soil temperature
of 16° C. is very close to an optimum for the growth of the Marshall
strawberry plant under the growing conditions encountered during this
experiment.
Plate 2 shows that as the soil temperature varies, the change in
the dry weight of the roots and crowns are approximately parallel.
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Weight of crowns snd roots as effected by
various soil temperatures in experiment I.
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FIRST TRIAL
Table 1
Effeots of Tarious soil temperaturoa on the growth and derelopBent
of roots, crowns and foliage of Marshall strawberry plants

Soil
Teaperature

AT.
Root
Wt.
Graas

AT,
Crown
Wt.
Graas

AT,
Leaf
Sise
a.a.

AT.
Petiole
Length
a .a.

Muaber of
Obaerrations

6 C.

6.38

2.78

53.17

71.82

8

C.

5.24

2.56

49.16

69.24

8

16 C.

5.95

3.61

63.07

98.28

5

21

5.27

2.99

61.14

93.89

6

11

C.
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EXPERIMENT 12

Certified Marshall strawberry plants were also used in the second
trial.

Ih order for the young plants to beoosie established before

subjecting then to the soil temperature treatments, two plants were
potted in each gallon ean on March 21.

This was before the plants in

the previous trial were reaored fron the soil temperature treatments*
The weight of the plants used per oroek was 12-1-3 grass in the second
trial, which was approximately four grass lighter than those in the
previous study.

As other experiments being conducted in the same

greenhouse required rather warn temperatures, the strawberry plants
ware set outside of the greenhouse until new roots formed.

These

plants remained outside until April 19 and then they were subjected
to the various soil tesperature treatments as in Experiment I.

The

one-gallon cans were set in the crooks which had pea-sisad gravel in
th". bottom and around the sides with a two-inch layer of soil on top.
This helped to keep the temperature of the soil closer to that of
the water bath.

Since the gallon eana had drainage holes in tha bot-

ton it was not necessary to resove the orooks from the tanks whan
watering.

The plants were watered regularly, as needed, but not on

a weight basis.
Prior to removing the plants from the temperature treatments,
petiole and leaf measurements were taken.

All foliage measurements

were made by the same methods aa in the previous trial*
The plants were removed from the treatments on June 19 and
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handled ezaotly as in the first trial in preparing the plant materials
for analysis, with the exception that two plants constituted an obaervation rather than three as previously used.
Analysis of rarianoe, based on an unequal number of obaerrations,
was used in analysing the data*

QbsTTatlcns on growth.

In the first two weeks, all treatments re-

quired equal amounts of water.

During the third week, however, differ-

ences in the amount of new growth in the high soil temperature treatments were apparent, and daily watering of these plants was required.
With the light Intensity improving and atmospheric tempar-atwee
beooadng more favorable for plant growth, all treatments began to show
good growth.

By the middle of the fourth week the amount of leaf sur-

face was almost equal regardless of soil temperature treatment.

In

general, at higher soil temperatures, the petioles were longer but in
some cases, even at lower temperatures, there were petioles of equal
length.

At no time during the second trial were any signs of leaf

scorch observed as in the first experiment.

Analysis of growth response.

A significant difference was found in

the root and foliage weights of the plants grown under the various
soil temperatures, while no significant difference was found in tha
crown weights.

Since the number of petiole and leaf measurements

varied greatly within a treatment, they were not analysed statistically and only the mean for each treatment was determined.
Ae shown in Table 2, it is evident that a soil temperature of

22
21° C, in the seoond trial showed the best plant growth of the
liarshall strawberry.

The root weight at c soil temperature of 21°

was better than the weight produoed at 26° by 4.92,
3.71 was necessary for this to be significant.

A figure of only

The root weights pro-

duoed below 21° were not significant, but Plate 3 shows a general increase in these weights up to a soil temperature of 21° and then a
sharp decrease at high teaperaturcs.
In the foliage weights, the significant difference was found at
soil te»peratures below 21° C.

The foliage weight produoed at 21° was

better than that produoed at 11° by 4.6.
be significant.

Only 2.63 *** necessary to

Plate 3 shows a sharp increase in the foliage weights

to 21° and aboTS this it tapers off.
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c.

7/eight of crowns,roots, and foliage as effected
by various soil temperatures in experiment II*
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SECOND TRIAL
Tabla 2 (A)
Iha affaeta of rarioua aoil teaparaturea on tha growth and dovalopnant
of tha roota, orowna and follaga of tha Marahall atrawbarry

AT.

AT.

Groan Wt.
in Grana

Foliage Wt.
in Grana

Humbar of
Obaerrationa

2.35

11.18

7

7.01

2.51

15.76

8

16*0,

9.50

2.63

18.44

8

210C,

10,87

2.92

19.92

7

26° C,

5.95

2.47

21.27

7

310C.

5.44

2.56

19.47

7

AT.

Soil
Treatment

Root Wt.
in Grana

60 C«

7.98

11° C«

L.S.D. at $ paroant leTel.
8

8

3.47

2.54

8 YB. 7

3.59

2.63

7 Ta.. 7

3.71

2.71

Y«.
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SECOND TRIAL
Tabl. 2 (B)

Iha affaota of varioua aoil teaiperaturea on foliaga
aisa and runnar produetion of tha Marahall atrawbarry

Soil
Traataant

Average Ho,
of Runner a

Average
i*»af Gize
(in m.».)

Petiole
Length
(inohea)

Nuaber of
Obaervationa

6° C.

1.29

72.68

4.70

7

11° C.

3.63

77.22

5.97

8

16° C.

6.0

77.95

6.26

8

21° C.

5.38

79.92

6.16

7 '

266 C.

6.63

77.64

5.88

7

31° C

6.57

74.14

5.93

7
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
While the data from Experiment I are inconclusive, it is evident
from the results of the seeond experiment that the temperature of the
soil was the determining factor in governing the amount of root growth
of the Marshall strawberry.

It was known that other eeologioal and

ollmatio conditions were more favorable for plant growth but these
were constant for all treatments, and the soil temperature was the
only faetor that varied.
Results show that the foliage weight is significantly decreased
below a soil temperature of 16° C. even though other conditions are
favorable for their growth.

Above 16° C. the foliage weights in-

creased slightly but were not sigaifioant.
It appears that foliage sise is not closely correlated with the
soil temperature, although the largest leaf sise was obtained at a
soil temperature of 21° C. and the longest petioles at 16° C.

There

appears to be little difference in foliage sise between soil temperatures of 11° C. and 31° C.

Probably the ecological factors of light

intensity, day length, and atmospheric temperature are of greater importance than soil temperature in governing the foliage sise.
In Experiment I, the author feels that climatic factors, rest
period, maturity, and food reserves any have been equally as important, if not more so, than the soil temperature in governing the growth
and development of the plants.
The light intensity, day length, and atmospheric temperature.

2?
although not recorded, were apparently not favorable for growth during
the first trial.

Strawberry plants in the field were found to be

still dormant during the time Experiment I was conducted*

Soil tern*

peratures in the field at this time gave readings between 5° C. and
9° C.

During the second experiment, when these plants in the field

were observed to be growing, the light intensity, day length, and atmospherio temperature had increased.
The lack of a sufficient rest period may have been a factor in
accounting for the poor plant growth in Experiment I.

The strawberry

plants in the first trial were obtained from a certified planting in
Eastern Oregon and were removed from beneath the enow in order to conduct this study.

The plants used in the second trial were plants re-

moved from the field at the normal time of digging.

The difference

between the plants used in these experiments may have been one of
rest period.

The exact number of hours required to break the rest

period of strawberries is not definitely known, but it has been shown
there is a wide difference in the low temperature requirements between
varieties.
The amount of food reserve in the plant may have been a reason,
also, for some of the slow or negative response to the soil temperatures.

By daily observation of all treatments in both experiments,

there was found to be a wide variation in the rate of growth of the
plants, regardless of treatment.

This indicates that the growth of

young strawberry plants Is closely correlated with the amount of food
reserves in the plant at the time of digging.

This has been observed
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in tha field and was evident in both greenhouse trials*

Plants of tha

aaae weight and size used in these studies varied greatly in growth
for a short tine after planting.

Plants only one foot apart in the

field may also show striking differences, one having Made no new
growth while tha other nay be growing vigorously.

Plat* 4
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Root growth by the end of 70
days at a soil temperature of
6° C. in Experiment I

Root growth by the end of 70 days
at a soil temperature of 11° C*
in Experiment I

]?l»t« $
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Root growth by the end of 70
days at a soil temperature of
6° C. in Experiment I

Root growth by the end of 70 days
at a soil temperature of 21° C.
in Experiment I

Plat* 6
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Root growth by the end of 60
days at a soil temperature of
6° C. in Experiment II

Root growth by the end of 60 days
at a soil temperature of 11° C.
in Experiment II

Wi

£:i

«

Plat* 7
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Root growth by the end of 60
days at a soil temperature of
16° C. in Experiment II

Root growth by the end of 60 days
at a soil temperature of 21° C.
in Experiment II

Plate 8
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Root growth ty the end of 60
days at a soil temperature of
26° C. in Experiment II

Root growth by the end of 60 days
at a soil temperature of 31° C.
in Experiment II
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SUMMARY ARD CONCLUSIONS

Thia inTeatigation waa carried out in an attempt to determine
the influence of aoil temperature on the deTelopment of the atrawberry
plant.

In thia study, young certified Harahall atrawberry planta were

grown in aoil and aubjeoted to aoil temperaturea ranging from 6° C. to
31° C. with five-degree interrala between aoil temperature treatments.
Two trials were made, the first during the late winter months, and the
second during the spring.

At the end of each inveetigatlon the plants

were removed from their containers, and the roota washed free from all
aoil particle a.

Photographs were taken of the amount and -type of new

root growth that waa made during each trial.

The planta were then

separated into roots, arom, and tops and dried in a forced air oven
at 70° C.

After a constant weight was reached, the plant parta were

weighed separately and thia weight recorded against the particular
tenperature treatment and the plant's location within the treatment.
Analysis of variance waa uaed to determine if any treatments were
sipiifioantly different than others in the development of the roots,
crowns, or tops.

All calculations were based on a dry weight basis.

No specific soil temperature may be given as an optimum for the
root growth of the Marshall strawberry plant, but from the results of
thia investigation aeveral conclusions may be drawn.
Young Harahall atrawberry plants may have a wide variation in
their maturity and amount of stored food reserves even though they
weigh the same on a fresh weight basis.
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Light intensity and air temperature* may be below the point auoh
that planta oannot grow eren though the aoil temperaturea are favorable for plant growth.
At low aoil temperature a of 6° C. and 11° C, new root growth
oonaiated mainly of adventitious roots with only a limited amount of
branched fibroua roota, while at higher temperaturee the root ayatem
oonaiated of many branched fibrous roots and only a few adventitioua
roots.
A soil temperature of 16° C. in the first trial gave the largeat
inoreaae in weight of both roota and orowna.

Alao, the longeat peti-

oles and the largeat leavea were obtained at aoil tenperaturea of
16° C
In the aeeond trial a aoil temperature of 21° C. gave the higheat weight of roota, orowna, and foliage.

The foliage was not eon-

aidered in the firat trial as moat leaves had been deatroyed by the
leaf aoorehing.

With a aoil temperature of above 21° C. there ia a

sharp decline in the dry weight of the roots.

The crown and foliage

weights tend to taper off and no significant decrease in their respective dry weights was found.
This study serves only as a preliminary investigation along this
field.

The effect of soil temperatures on the amount of root growth

ia a atarting point, but its effect on the plant during its fruiting
life and what ia the compoeition of theae roota at varloua aoil ternperetures "Mr-*; be answered in order that we may begin to learn some of
the ecological effects on the physiological behavior of the strawberry
plant.
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